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This paper is concerned with the delay perfonnance evaluation of certain A TM systems 
in tenns of the overload and idle periods, and the queue size fluctuations during these 
periods. It also proposes simple three-parameter approximations to parametrise these 
variables. 

1. Introduction and Topic Outline 

Tightly engineered asynchronous transfer mode 
(ATM) systems will often alternate between fleeting 
moments of acute overload and very long periods of 
quiescent operation when the instantaneous cell 
arrival rate fluctuates consistently below the server 
capacity so that the queue remains empty throughout. 

This congestion mode poses a practical problem in the 
choice of statistical parameters to describe the delay 
performance of the system. In particular, the 
estimation of the individual cell delay distribution, is 
exposed to numerical instabilities whose severity is 
related to time scale disparities between overload and 
quiescent periods. Further, where the cell is but a 
minute unit of traffic currency, it is usually difficult 
to rationalise the notion of acceptable cell delay 
especially in relation to the delay of larger and 
perhaps more meaningful traffic units. 

The subject of this paper is the evaluation of delay 
perfonnance in A TM systems via the parametrisation 
of queue buildup and depletion during the overload 
and the quiescent periods. 

Our analysis is confined to the simplified service 
systems of the type described in the references (1)
(5). Basically, the simplest ATM server herein 
considered has an infinite buffer and a deterministic 
service time. Its cell arrival process is semi
markovian and of time dependency fully 
characterized. Its instantaneous arrival rate is 
proportional to the number of live entities, at that 
instant, in a certain birth-and-death (b-and-d) process 
herein referred to as the background model. The 
proportionality constant is simply the cell production 
rate per unit time per live entity. 

A more complicated" system, also called the 
'heterogeneous input model', herein considered, 
differs from the simplest one in that its background 
model is the superposition, of several b-and-d 
processes. The corresponding instantaneous cell 
arrival rate is then a linear combination of the 
numbers of live entities in the subcomponent 
processes. 

In the simplest system, the approach to the 
parametrisation is to relate the overload and quiescent 
periods to excursions above and below a specific level 
in the background model. These, together with the 
concomitant buildup, or depletion, in queue size are 
parametrised with the aid of the calculable first 
passage time attributes of the corresponding 
excursion. Thereby, a very significant overlap is 
shown to exist between the analysis of queue size 
fluctuations and the classical Wiener-Hopf 
characterization of consecutive delays in GI/G/l 
systems. 

For the heterogeneous input model, the approach is to 
approximate it by a surrogate simple system derived, 
on the basis of a three parameter fit. 

Further tenninology and abbreviations are as follows: 
The bit rates kilobit-per-second and megabit-per
second are abbreviated kbs and Mbs respectively. An 
octet is a set of eight bits. A cell occupies 53 octets. If 
X(.) is the cumulative distribution function of the 
duration of a certain event with finite mean, the 
cumulative distribution function whose density is 
proportional to 1 - X(.) is called the 'stationary 
excess' distribution of that event. Finally, the symbol 
E(.) denotes mathematical expectation, and for every 
real number X we write: 
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x+ = max (O,X) . 

2. System Description and Terminology for Simple 
Model 

To dispense with the nuisance of sub scripted 
coefficients, the background model is assumed to be 
governed by an infinite source system with Poisson 
arrivals and negative exponential lifetimes of common 
mean. Hence, the live entities are the bursts in 
progress, or active bursts, and their lifetimes are the 
burst durations or holding times. Equivalently, we 
think of these active bursts as of simultaneously 
occupied trunks in an infinite trunk system of type 
M!MIoo. 

The unit of time is the second, the cell production rate 
in cells per second per active burst is c, the server 
capacity in cells per second is mc, the burst arrival 
intensity in bursts per second is a, and the mean burst 
duration in seconds is 1.1b. Furthermore, the server 
utilization, or occupancy, which is the ratio a/bm is 
assumed to be less than 1. Finally, in this simplest 
case, we may and do set c = 1. 

Accordingly, the instantaneous arrival rate at the 
A TM server and the time fluctuations therein are 
completetly determined by the instantaneous state, and 
transitions between neighboring states, in the 
background model. Hence, the usual terminology 
relating to the background model can be used to 
characterize certain sets of cell arrival rate values 
unambiguously. 

In particular, the A TM server is 'overloaded' or 
'underloaded' according as the instantaneous cell 
arrival rate exceeds or is less than m. The following 
terminology is pertinent to the clear-cut partition of 
the time dimension into overload and quiescent 
periods: An OVERLOAD PERIOD is the first 
passage time between the states m+ 1 and m-I starting 
at a transition from m to m+ 1. A SLACK PERIOD is 
the first passage time between the states m-I and m+ 1 
starting at a transition from m to m-I. The union of 
an overload period and ensuing slack period is called 
OVERLOAD CYCLE. Consecutive overload periods 
are mutually independent and identically distributed, 
so are consecutive slack periods. Moreover every 
slack or overload period is independent of the 
overload or slack period that immediately precedes it. 

At the ATM server, the queue size is positive non
decreasing throughout the overload period to reach a 
local maximum value at the end of that period. It is 
non-increasing during the ensuing slack period to 

reach a local minimum at or before the end of that 
period. 

The stability criterion quarantees that the probability 
of an empty queue at the end of the slack period is 
positive. We call BUSY PERIOD the continuous time 
interval between the initiation of an overload period 
when the queue is empty until it returns to the empty 
state for the first time thereafter. The intersection of 
that busy period with the slack period during which 
this return occurs is called RECOVERY TIME. 

3. The Statistics of the Overload and Slack Periods 

Denote U and V the length of the overload and the 
slack period subcomponents of an overload cycle, 
x"(.) and x'(.) the instantaneous cell arrival rates 
during those two periods, and V(U) and V(Y) the 
stochastic integrals: 

(1) X(U) = f (x"(u) - m) du, 

(2) Y(V) = f (m - x'(v» dv. 

Thus X(U) is the total queue size increase over the 
overload period, whilst Y(V) is a measure of the 
unused server capacity accumulated during the slack 
period. Equivalently, Y(V) is the total decrease in 
queue size that would be observed over the slack 
period if the queue were initially so large that the 
server would have to work at full capacity during that 
period. 

Next call Q the queue size at the end of the slack 
period immediately preceding the overload cycle in 
question and set: 

Qh= queue size at the end of the overload period 

QI= queue size at the end of the slack period 
following the overload period. 

It then follows from the foregoing definitions that: 

(3) Qh= Q + X(U) 

(4) QI = ( Qh - Y(V)) + = ( Q + X(U) - Y(V) ) + 

At this point, label overload cycles consecutively, 
assign label n to the one in question, rename Q(n) the 
queue size Q and, in general, name Q(j) the queue size 
at the end of the jth cycle. Conclude by substitution 
that: 



(5) Q(n) = (Q(n-l) + X(U) - Y0l»+ 

This equation is identical to the classical Wiener -
Hopf relationship linking consecutive delays in a 
GI/G/1 system whose inter-arrival times are 
distributed like Y(V), and service times like X(U) 
( see Chapter 6, in reference (7) for more details). 

Therefore, on imposing the usual stationarity 
condition that Q( n) and Q( n -1) be id en tic all y 
distributed, we conclude that Q is distributed like the 
steady state delay in this GI/G/l system whilst Qh is 
distributed like the sojourn time (delay + service 
time) in the same system. 

4. The Simplest A TM Application 

Formulae are quoted in Appendix 1 for calculating 
the first two moments of the variables X(U), Y(V). 
These can be used, either by themselves or in 
conjunction with fairly well standardized 
approximations ( e.g see references (8), (9», for the 
estimation of queue size attributes at the end of the 
overload and the slack periods. 

However, in the context of traffic engineering for 
ATM systems, two very much related features have a 
very strong influence in shaping up the mode of 
congestion. The first one is that, under overload 
conditions, the rate of queue size increase at the A TM 
level is often much greater than the rate of transition 
between neighboring states in the background model. 
The second one is the resulting need for a grade of 
service tight enough to ensure both a very short 
overload period and then a swift return of the queue 
size to the empty state before the next overload period 
begins. In effect, the A TM mode of congestion is 
thereby confined to the type of overload of brief 
duration caused by the transition of the background 
model into extreme values occuring very rarely. 
Equivalently, this means that the busy period of the 
server must be significantly shorter than the overload 
cycle ( see also subsection 2.2.2 in reference (10) for 
further comments on this point). 

In this situation, the congestion phenomenon over 
time takes the form of a sequence of very widely 
spa~ed, tall, and narrow peaks. Typically, the 
overload period starts at the queue level 0, whence the 
queue builds up precipitously to a maximum value, 
approximately distributed like X(U), at the end of the 
overload period. Next takes place the recovery time 
which should expire well before the next overload 
period. 
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Denote this recovery time by T and let us try to 
estimate it. On recalling the meaning of X(U) and 
Y(V) in the definitions (1) and (2), we find T to be a 
sort of first passage time stochastically dominated by 
the variable V and satisfying the relation 

(6) X(U) = mT - Y(T). 

Hence on setting x* = Y(T)/T we find that 

X(U) 
(7) T= 

m- x* 

Now x* is a measure of the instantaneous arrival rate 
during the recovery time. Conceivably if we knew 
beforehand that T is comparable to V, say, we might 
approximate x* by the mean arrival rate during the 
entire slack period. But since T is expected to be 
small, this approximation would lead to an 
overoptimistic estimate of T. Instead, we more 
conservatively expect the mean value x* to be close to 
the state immediately following the end of the 
overload period, namely m-I. Hence, our approach 
will be to equate T and X(U) for estimation purposes. 

5. Application to the Heterogeneous Input Model 

In the heterogeneous input system, the background 
model is assumed to be formed by the superposition 
of N burst processes labelled 1 ,2, ... ,N. In the 
subcomponent labelled j, bursts are generated at the 
rate aj, the mean burst duration is l/bj, the cell 
production rate per active burt is Cj, and the number 
of active burts at time t is denoted Xj(t). 

It follows that, at the ATM server, the instantaneous 
cell arrival rate at time t, denoted R(t), is the linear 
combination 

(8) R(t)= L CA(t) 

The steady state mean ( Er ) and variance ( Vr ) of 
this rate are: 

Furthermore, over the whole background model, the 
mean ( hi) and second moment ( h 2) of the burst 
durations have the values: 

(11) 
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Now, qualitatively, the variables U, V, X(U), and 
Y(V) retain the same meaning. But the computation 
of their statistical attributes is not generally realisable. 

The usual approach is then to 'simplify' the arrival 
stream into a markovian modulated Poisson process 
(MMPP) derived on the basis of a four-parameter fit 
( see references (3), (4), and (5) for further details). 
However, for reasons explained in Appendix 2, we 
choose instead to simplify the arrival process in such 
a way that the whole system is replaced by the 
simplest A TM system that agrees with the 
heterogeneous one in terms of the mean Er, the 
variance Vr, and the ratio h 21 2h1 which is the mean 
of the stationary-excess burst duration in the 
superposition. Specifically, the approximate 
background model is as described in the leading 
paragraph of section 2 with the proviso that the mean 
burst duration ( lib ), the cell production rate ( c ), 
and the burst arrival intensity ( a ) are: 

(12) lib = h 2 12h 1, c = Vr I Er, a = b Erl c . 

It is pointed out, in passing, that as suggested by 
simulation this choice of the mean holding time lib 
results in a much better approximation than either of 
the other two likely choices, namely 

However, like several other approximations if not so 
often perhaps, the formula (12) occasionally fails to 
convey an adequate image of the sheer brutality of the 
rise in queue sizes during the overload period. But 
some definite improvement in that respect can be 
achieved through another somewhat more involved 
three-paraftleter approximation which is described 
and rationalised in Appendix 3. 

Briefly, let rem) be the unique positive number 
satisfying: 

then set 

(14) K"(r(m),m) = L cJajbj l exp(c,(m» • 

The parameters a, b, and c of the surrogate simple 
system are then computed as follows: 

(15) c = m -1 K"(r(m),m) , 

b = 2h llh 2, 

a = mb c -1 exp( - cr(m) ) . 

6. Numerical Example 

Consider a 20 Mbs server offered a mixture of three 
traffic types at the bit rates 32 kbs, 100 kbs, and 1 
Mbs. Hence, the server capacity is 47708 cells/second 
at the output end. At the access point, the cell 
production rates are 76, 236, and 2358 
cells/secondlburst. 

Next, the mean burst durations are 10, 100, and 50 
seconds, and we are interested in the queueing 
performance corresponding to a server load factor in 
the 60-70% range. The relevant statistics are chosen 
to be: 

Btime= 

EU= 

ET= 

the time congestion probability 
representing the fraction of time 
that the server is in the overload 
mode, 

the mean overload period, 

the mean recovery time, 

EB = the mean busy period, 

EX = the mean of the queue size X(U) 
at the end of overload period 

At the same time, we will compare these estimates 
with those predicted analytically via the simpler 
surrogate model. 

The table below provides a cheek-by-jowl comparison 
between the congestion statistics computed by the 
Monte Carlo method (S), over 1000 independent 
overload periods, and by the simple A TM 
approximation (A) parametrised according to the 
formulae (15). 

It is apparent that the two sets of statistics are quite 
similar, except of course for the mean recovery time 
ET. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper we have discussed the evaluation of 
A TM delay performance in terms of the overload and 
slack periods, and of the queue size fluctuations 
during those periods. A key requirement of such 
evaluation is the availability of a simple model that 
can be used to approximate the statistical attributes 



relating to those variables. The simplest A TM system, 
with the general b-and-d background model is, 
possibly, the only system where these statistics may be 
computed exactly. If moreover this background 

model is the ordinary MlM/oo service system, then 
the simplest model is endowed with a three-parameter 
arrival process that can be used to approximate the 
arrival process in more complex A TM systems. In 
particular, a specific example showed that this 
approximation could be used effectively to estimate 
the delay performance of an heterogeneous A TM 
system. 

Ap,pendix 1 

In this Appendix the background model, also referred 
to as the system, is the general b-and-d process with 
arbitrary state dependent coefficients. 

Consider an instant of time when the state of the 
system is n, and denote An (.) and En (.) the 
cumulative distribution functions (cdf) of the time 
remaining until, respectively, the next arrival to and 
the next departure from the background model at that 
instant. Then call An C(.) and En C(.) the complements 

of these cdfs, and let their means be denoted a n -1 and 

un-I. Call T the time elapsing between this instant 
and the first return to the state n-1 thereafter and, in 
the case that n > m, denote Xn(T) the net increase in 
cell queue size over T. Denote t(n,n-1,s,z) the joint 
Laplace Stieltjes transform (LSt) of the variable T, 
and probability generating function (pgf) of the 
variable Xn(T); in other words set 

(ALl) t(n,n-l,s,z) = E(e-sTzXn(T». 

With the aid of the memoriless property of 
exponential cdfs, it is easily deduced that: 

(A 1.2) I(n,n-I,',z) = f e-"'z(n-m)xA~(x)dE,,(x) + 

I(n+ l,n,',z)l(n,n-I,',z) f e-"'z(n-m)xe,',(x)dA.(x) , 

whence the following recursive formula is derived: 

(A 1.3) 

t(n,n-l,s,z) = un/( Un + an + s + (n - m)ln z - ant(n+l,n,s,z» 

Be it noted in passing that the latter equality also 
defines the joint LSt and pgf of the first passage time 
between the state n and n-l and of the increase in 
queue size over that passage time in the case that n > 
m. 
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At this point recall that the overload period, of length 
U, is simply the sum of the first passage times 
between m+ 1 and m and between m and m-I. 
Furthermore the increase in queue size over this 
period is simply the sum of the increases over the two 
first passage times. Since these are clearly mutually 
independent, we may conclude that the joint LSt and 
pgf of the pair ( U, X(U) ) has the form: 

(A1.4) E(e -sU zX(U) ) = t(m+1,m,s,z)t(m,m-1,s,z) . 

A parallel argument can be carried out for the pair 
(V,Y(V» with the proviso that the downward passage 
time between n and n-1 during the overload is 
replaced by an upward one between nand n+1 during 
the slack period. Conjointly, the two coefficents an 
and Un must be interchanged. The resulting analogues 
of formulae (A1.3) and (A1.4) are tHen derived to be 

(A1.5) t(n,n+l,s,z) = 
an /( Un + an+ s + (n - m)ln z - unt(n-1,n,s,z) ) , 

(A1.6) E(e -sV z Y(V) ) = t(m-1,m,s,z)t(m,m+1,s,z). 

These formulae are very helpful for moment 
calculations. For example, starting with the initial 
value n=l on the right hand side of (A1.5), and 
proceeding systematically through the values n= 2, 
3, ... , m, one may recursively derive the moments and 
cross-moments of any order of the variables V and 
Y(V). The formula (A1.3) may similarly be used for 
the variables U and X(U). In this case, however, one 
must place a ceiling on the maximum number of live 
entities in the background model. The recursion, 
starting at that value, must then proceed backwards, 
as it were, through the decreasing values of n. 

The selection of the three-parameter approximation 
via the simplest A TM model is largely the outcome of 
a circuitous search starting with the four-parameter 
MMPP proposed by Heffes and Lucantoni. This 
flPproach was tried in an initial effort to approximate 
the cell delay distribution but it was found to convey 
a very distorted and all too smooth image of the true 
overload time profile which, to boot, varied 
inappropriately in sensitivity studies. It appears that 
the inclusion of the long run variance to mean ratio of 
the cell arrival process in the parameter fit was very 
harmful in this connection. A similar observation has 
been noted elsewhere (see reference (11) ). 

A more propitious MMPP approximation is the one 
whose 'on' and 'off phases coincide, respectively, 
with the overload and slack periods in terms of both 
the mean duration and the mean cell arrival rate 
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during the period in question. This model behaves 
reasonably well in sensitivity analysis but it too is 
found wanting in that the variation coefficients of 
both period distributions are often so far removed 
from 1 as to make this particular MMPP very 
objectionable. 

More to the point though, in this case, the 
computation of cell delay attributes is often beset by 
severe numerical instabilities that relate to a 
substantial disparity in time scales between the 
overload and the slack period. It was at this stage that 
the futility of trying to compute or approximate the 
cell delay distribution became quite obvious. 

Eventually, the single b-and-d process parametrised 
according to the formulae (12) was the natural 
outcome of the search for the simplest approximation 
inspired by, and reflecting, a hybrid mixture of 
Wilkinson's equivalent random theory and 
Fredericks' equivalent congestion model based on 
Hayward's approximation ( see Reference (12) ), and 
also the stationary interval method described in 
Reference (13). 

Awendix 3. 

Given any non-negative random variable X, and 
positive number t, the Chebyshev Inequality 
P( X > t ) < t -1 E(X) entails the associated one 

(A3.1) P( X > t) < e -st E( e sX) . 

From this there results the so-called Chemoff bound, 
namely 

(A3.2) P(X> t) S e-r(t)tE(er(t)X) 

where r(t) is simply the s-value that minimizes the 
right hand side of the inequality (A3.1). The most 
common approach to the determination of r(t) is to 
take the logarithm, call it K(s,t), of this right hand 
side, and solve the equation 

(A3.3) K'(s,t) = 0, 

where the prime signifies differentiation with respect 
to s. Henceforth, we refer to this logarithm as the K
function associated with the particular variable X in 
question. 

Now let X stand for the instantaneous cell arrival rate 
in our discussion of the Heterogeneous Input model 
(Section 5 ), i.e. 

(A3.4) X = L CjXj, 

where Xj is the Poisson variate with mean ajbf l 
We then have that: 

(A3.5) 

The idea that now comes to mind is this: in our quest 
for a simple approximation, we might try to replace 
the complicated heterogeneous model by the simplest 
one on the basis of a match of some sort between the 
K-Functions evaluated at some .appropriately defined 
reference value t. 

The rationale for this idea is self-evident: the ATM 
server is subjected to a congestion process that is 
largely dominated by the passage of the background 
model through extreme values. Hence the duration of 
the overload period, and the queue buildup during 
that period, are strongly influenced by the tail-end 
behavior of the variable X. Accordingly, we expect 
that matching the K-functions should lead to a more 
precise approximation of that tail-end behavior than 
would be the case with the more conventional moment 
matching. 

Briefly then, we call 'elementary approximation' at 
the reference point t the simple model whose 
parameters a, b, and c are so chosen that the K
functions shall agree in terms of the root r(t), ~md 
both derivatives K' and K" at that root. Specifically: 

(A3.6) c = t -1 K"(r(t),t) , 

a b-1 = t c -1 e -c r( t) " 

Note that this is really a two-parameter 
approximation: a third condition must be contrived to 
determine a and b separately. Furthermore the 
approximation must obviously depend on t. Howeyer, 
it appears that as t increases the rate of change in both 
numbers c and a/b decreases to become usually very 
slow as t overshoots the system size m. Thus i~ is 
reasonable to take the value m as the 'appropriately 
selected reference point' mentioned above, and then to 
determine c and a/b accordingly. 
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Table 1 

Mean Call Duration (seconds) 10 100 50 
Cells/second/active burst 76 236 2358 

a1 a2 a3 Occy Btime 8J ET 83 EX 
(%) 

9. .17 .11 50 .1 3.0 2.0 5.0 6100 S 
0+ 3.3 3.9 7.2 7170 A 

11 . .20 .14 60 .4 4.0 2.8 6.8 10100 S 
.3 3.8 5.8 9.6 10030 A 

12. .23 .16 70 3.1 5.2 3.9 9.1 16200 S 
2.6 4.5 8.8 13.3 14800 A 

Simple ATM Approximation (A) vs Monte Carlo Method (S) 


